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Gode Wind OWF
In 2015, Dong Energy contracted DEME to install 97 
monopile foundations for the biggest German offshore wind 
farm at the time - Gode Wind. TWD was proud to contribute 
by providing seafastening designs and fabrication services 
for the Innovation Heavy Lift Installation Vessel [HLIV] and 
three supply barges. Thanks to the smart and efficient 
design, the installation was completed in only a five-month 
period.

single trip. We optimized the deck space by designing the top 
cradle in a way that could be opened and give easy access to 
the bottom layer, allowing us to stack the monopiles on top of 
each other.

Design on Supply Barges
Apart from HLIV Innovation, we also provided the seafastening 
designs (i.e., monopile cradles and transition piece grillages) 
for items on three NB90 barges. A hydraulic skidding system 
was applied to ensure the mobility of the monopiles on deck. 
To increase deck space’s efficiency, we designed a lattice 
seafastening tower to support the stacked anode cages. Finally, 
to gather input for the designs and ensure a safe transport, we 
performed motion studies and ballast plans for the barges.

Design on HLIV Innovation 
For HLIV Innovation, we created the seafastening and 
installation equipment including: monopile cradles, transition 
piece grillages, a monopile upending hinge, and a hydro-
hammer seafastening. These tools allowed the vessel to carry 
and install four monopiles (67m long, 1000-tonne each) in a 

Project highlights

• Stacked monopiles with opening cradle to optimize deck 
space

• Hydraulically driven skidding system for loading of the 
monopiles

• Solid seafastening structures to accommodate transition 
pieces and large monopile weights and lengths

• Full project services: design, fabrication, certification
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